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Minutes of the Planning Committee Meeting of Thurston Parish Council held on 28th March 2018 in Thurston 
Community Library, Norton Road, Thurston commencing at 7.30pm. 
 
In the Chair: Cllr. Dashper 
 
In attendance: Cllrs. Fawcett; Masters; Moss; Mrs O’Connell and Rainbow. 2 members of the public and Mrs 
Waples (Clerk) were also in attendance. 
  
1. The Chairman declared the meeting open at 7.30pm and thanked all for attending. A statement was read 

out indicating that, in accordance with the changes in legislation, the public and councillors were permitted 
to film, record, photograph or use social media in order to report on the proceedings of the meeting. 
A full transcript is available from the Clerk.  
 

2. Apologies of absence:  
a) There were no applicable apologies.  
 

3. Declarations of pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests - 
a) There were no declarations of Pecuniary for the agenda under consideration. There were no further 

declarations of interest declared. There were no declarations of gifts of hospitality exceeding £25.  
When asked, it was confirmed that none had been subject to lobbying (either by letter, email, telephone 
call or personal approach) by members of the Public. 

b)   There were no requests for dispensations. 
 

4. Public Forum – there were no comments made by the members of the public at this stage. 
 

5. Matters Arising from last Planning Meeting – None 
 

6. Planning Matters - the following planning applications were considered by the Parish Council and 
recommendations to Mid Suffolk would be submitted: 

a) DC/18/00916 – extension of a single storey to the rear of 37 Cloverfields – it was agreed that a 
precedent for such extension has been set within Cloverfields. It was noted that this is a single 
storey with proposed materials to be the same as existing. No comments from neighbours and 
associated paperwork mentions similar proposals. The meeting agreed that it was minded to 
support, aif. 

b) DC/18/00921 – erection of part two storey and part single storey rear extension @ 17 School Lane – 
again it was noted that there were a number of similar properties with such extensions in the vicinity. 
The meeting agreed that it was minded to support, aif.  

c) DC/18/01051 – it was confirmed by the Clerk that the drawings that had been uploaded by MSDC 
onto the website bore no relation to the proposal submitted. The Clerk had spoken to Officers at 
MSDC and had enquired as to how this had happened. Why had their validations checks not picked 
this basic error up? It was noted that the Local Planning Authority had now taken down the 
application. The Clerk was asked to express the Parish Council’s concerns that the documents up to 
and including 27th March 2018 had failed MSDC’s validation checks. 

d) DC/18/01191 – application for consent to carry out works to trees protected by a tree preservation 
order – MS84 – works to various trees @ land at Cedars Close. Tree Warden stated that it was a 
comprehensive report that had been submitted to support the application – noted that there is a 
rookery in the trees and the nests and the young of the rooks are protected. It was further mentioned 
that the end of the permitted season for works to trees is fast approaching and that there was a 
blanket TPO that covers all the trees. The meeting agreed that it needed technical advice on this 
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application given the timing of the proposal and the extent to which the numbers of trees are being 
removed at this area. Is it the intention that the report from the specialist will be followed in its 
entirety? Agreed that the above concerns should be submitted to the Planning Officer concerned for 
his comment.  

 
7. Notification of Planning Applications Determined: the following applications having been determined by the 

District Council were notified to the Committee: 
a) Prior approval – agricultural to dwelling @ Barn at Moat Farm, Great Green 
b) Refusal of outline planning permission (all matters reserved) – erection of up to 2 no dwellings @ 

land north of Poplar Farm Lane, Great Green 
c) Refusal of Planning Permission for the erection of a two-storey detached double garage with 

ancillary accommodation above linked by glass corridor to rear. Erection of single storey rear 
extension @ Pepper Cottage, Pepper Lane 

d) Refusal of Listed Building Consent for the erection of a two-storey detached double garage with 
ancillary accommodation above linked by glass corridor to rear. Erection of single storey rear 
extension @ Pepper Cottage, Pepper Lane 

e) Consent to carry out works to Trees Protected by a Tree Preservation Order @ Orchard Barn, Mill 
Lane 

f) Refusal of consent to carry out works to Trees Protected by a Tree Preservation Order @ 14 Howes 
Avenue 

 
8. Thurston Station Crossing Report as produced by MLM Rail – the meeting was made aware of the MLM 

report which had formed the basis of the meeting with Mr Isbell, Corporate Manager, Growth and 
Sustainable Planning at MSDC. As agreed the Parish Council had submitted a number of concerns with the 
report and assumptions made or assumptions omitted to Mr Isbell who had responded. Both letters had 
previously been circulated to the Parish Councillors. The meeting was concerned that the most recent 
census (2017) showed an average 133 users of the crossing with the number being within 10% of the 200 
being breached. If the 200 was breached on a regular basis this would lift the risk category from D4 to D3. 
Uncollated census data from the Parish Council who had carried out their own visual survey the previous 
day showed circa 175 users. 
The meeting questioned whether it was appropriate for the Corporate Manager to write a condition based on 
an inaccurate and flawed report and that a professional decision is being made on a foundation which is 
beyond clarity. This had been the thrust of the Parish Council’s letter of concern. It was agreed that the 
Clerk should write to all of the District Councillors of the MSDC Planning Referrals Committee of the Parish 
Council’s concerns – copies of the Parish Council letter; P Isbell response; MLM Rail report and the 
Freedom of Information Request submitted by D Moss and passed to the Clerk. 
The meeting reiterated its concerns that the assumptions within the report are very selected and do not take 
into account the reality that will unfold and that MSDC, whilst being one of the commissioning parties, was 
not prepared to ask for Terms of Reference. The Parish Council has collated substantive data from a visual 
survey based on one day which is an indication of use for a particular time and which has indicated that the 
threshold of 200 was within 15% of being breached with no further growth.  It was also agreed that the 
assumptions in the likely increase in population relating to the number of bedrooms is flawed. 2015 survey 
indicated 85% of dwellings with underused bedrooms and yet the 2011 census data was used. MLM have 
stated that the barrier to change of safety evaluation from D4 to D3 arising at daily usage of 200, whereas 
mathematics indicates that the barrier (ALCRM FWI 0.0005000) is first exceeded at 195 daily crossings. 
Cllr. Moss’ concern as repeated would also be included  
“The parish proposal is that the projected minimum increase of 101 daily crossing usage added to a starting 
point of 133 daily crossing usage is such a significant increase beyond the safety reclassification barrier of 
195 that a solution to the rail crossing safety issue needs to be identified with some urgency, that work 
would need to commence on the solution adopted in the near future and that restrictions on occupation 
would be required as legal commitments should rail crossing usage be seen to be increasing to an unsafe 
level before the solution was finalised”. The meeting concluded that the decision being taken (by P Isbell 
with delegated authority from the MSDC Planning Referrals Committee Meeting) is based on an inaccurate 
and flawed report and that he is not prepared to look at the technical data and basis for the report as 
commissioned. 
 

9. There being no further business to transact the Chairman closed the meeting @ 8.30pm 
 

10. Date of next meeting: Parish Council Meeting of full Council of 4th April 2018 commencing at 7.30pm in the 
Community Library on Norton Road.  


